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Business Release Notes

Release 3.3.0287

Online Help

Help is updated for each Release or Update to include information about all enhancements and
program changes.

District Administration

(BRM-338) District Administration > Tables > PMIS > Forecast Conversion

Modified the program to use either the begin/end dates or the begin/end in-service dates from the HR
> Tables > Workday Calendars tab when populating the Local Begin Date and Local End Date
fields for the selected calendar code.

Accounts Receivable

(BRM-241) Accounts Receivable > Maintenance > Create/Modify Invoice, Invoice Approval
& Invoice Voids/Adjustments

Modified the From Date and To Date fields to use only the MM-DD-YYYY format.

Added the Amount field to the Invoices Directory allowing you to narrow the invoice search by
amount.

(BRM-353) Accounts Receivable > Maintenance > Create/Modify Template

Expanded the width of the Date Requested field to display the complete date in the MM-DD-YYYY
format. This issue only occurred in Chrome.

Added validation to require a valid date in the Due Date field.

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-241.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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(BRM-327) Accounts Receivable > Utilities > Import Invoices

Modified the program to update the inv_total column in the bar_invoice table when an invoice is
created.

Removed the horizontal scroll bar from the Import Invoices Report preview.

(BRM-328) Accounts Receivable > Utilities > Create Periodic Invoices

Modified the program to update the inv_total column in the bar_invoice table when an invoice is
created.

Bank Reconciliation

(BRM-347) Bank Reconciliation > Reports

Corrected the reports to display the LEA's current name. Previously, the LEA's former name was
displayed.

Finance

(BRM-306) Finance > Tables > District Finance Options > Finance Options

Removed the following message for the Use Automatic JV Number Assignment and Use
Automatic Vendor Number Assignment fields: “The next available Vendor/JV number entered is
less than the highest number being used ######.”

Added the Use Finance User Profile for GL Inquiry drill-down field under Finance Options
allowing you to indicate that you want the Finance user profile settings to determine the accounts to
be displayed when using the drill-down feature on the Finance > Inquiry > GL Inquiry tab. If not
selected, all accounts are displayed regardless of the user profile settings.
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(BRM-400) Finance > Maintenance > Create Chart of Accounts

Corrected the program to allow eligible accounts to be deleted. Previously, if the user tried to delete
an account without transactions, a database error occurred and the account was not deleted.

(BRM-205) Finance > Inquiry > GL Inquiry

Added the drill-down functionality allowing you to drill down and view all transactions related to a
single transaction. You can view details for the following transaction types: journal voucher, check,
cash receipt, credit cards, Accounts Receivable, Purchasing, and Warehouse. The selected transaction
type determines the displayed view.

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-306.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-205_jv.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-205_ck.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-205_cr.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-205_cc.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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(BRM-334) Finance > Utilities > Out of Balance Correction

Added this page to view and correct any out-of-balance accounts in the end-of-month (EOM), current,
and next accounting periods.

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-205_arinvoice.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-205_pur.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-205_wh.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-334.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-334b.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-334c.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-334d.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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Human Resources

(BRM-313) Human Resources > Tables > Tax/Deductions > TRS Rates

Added functionality to use the prior year TRS rates record to populate the new TRS rates record. You
must click Save to retain the record.

Added the Employer Paid check box allowing you to indicate that the employer pays the TRS
Insurance. If selected, the TRS Insurance is calculated during the RP20 Extract process and the
Finance transactions are created based on the expenditure accounts used to pay the employees.
These transactions are interfaced during the RP20 interface. If not selected, the TRS Insurance is
calculated during regular payroll calculations and paid by the employee. The Finance transactions are
created when the payroll interface is processed.

(BRM-316) Human Resources > Tables > Job/Contract > Job Codes

The following changes were made to the program to accommodate PMIS:

If you are logged on to the current year (CYR) and a job code is being used in the CYR PMIS
records (cyr_nyr_flg = C regardless of the school year), the pay concept cannot be changed. If
the workers’ compensation code is changed, all CYR PMIS records including distributions are
updated. If the EEOC is changed, all CYR PMIS records are updated.
If you are logged on to the next year (NYR) and a job code is being used in the forecast (NYR)
PMIS records (cyr_nyr_flg = N regardless of the school year), the pay concept cannot be
changed. If the workers’ compensation code is changed, all NYR PMIS records including
distributions are updated. If the EEOC is changed, all NYR PMIS records are updated.

(BRM-326) Human Resources > Maintenance > Staff Job/Pay Data > Job Info

Disabled the Job Code field to prevent changes to the job code after a Change in Position (CIP) is
performed and the Vacant Job check box is selected on the original job record.

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-313.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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(BRM-362) Human Resources > Maintenance > Summer School Contracts

Added this page to manage employee contract records for summer school (TRS position code 09).

(BRM-339) Human Resources > Maintenance > Approve CIP Transaction

Human Resources > Maintenance > PMIS Change in Position > Change in Compensation

Corrected the total number of days employed and the contract balance issue. Previously, if an
employee with no payroll history was added and the As of First of Year was not selected, it was
assumed that the employee worked one day, which resulted in one day being subtracted from the
total number of days employed; therefore, affecting the contract balance.

Corrected the program to retain the Incr Pay Step selection throughout the Change in Position (CIP)
process.

(BRM-318) Human Resources > Maintenance > PMIS Change in Position > Non-Comp
Position Changes

Corrected the validation issue that caused the following error message to be displayed after selecting
a vacant position number from the Vacant Positions lookup: “Billet 00001: Change To Position Job
Code does not match Current Position Job Code and Change to Position must be vacant.”

(BRM-319) Human Resources > Maintenance > PMIS Change in Position > Separation

Corrected the program to recalculate the position even if the Recalculate Position check box is not
selected. Additionally, ensure that the separation pay rate is calculated based on the entered number
of remaining payments for the Change in Position (CIP).

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-362_summer_school_contract.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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(BRM-321) Human Resources > Maintenance > PMIS Change in Position
Human Resources > Utilities > PMIS > Move Forecast to CYR Position and Payroll
Human Resources > Utilities > PMIS > Move Forecast to NYR Payroll
Human Resources > Utilities > PMIS > Retro Pay Processing

Modified the program to calculate the overtime rate for pay type 2 jobs where the job is eligible for
overtime, the pay concept is daily or midpoint, and the hours per day field is zero. Previously, the
overtime was not calculated.

Modified the program to use the current year job code table to verify full-time equivalent (FTE) hours
during the Change in Position and Retro Pay Processing processes.

Modified the program to use the next year job code table to verify full-time equivalent (FTE) during
the Move Forecast to CYR Positions and Payroll and Move Forecast to NYR Payroll processes.

If the employee’s position record has hours per day, the following overtime calculation is used:
overtime rate = (daily rate / (hrs_per_day ) * 1.5, hourly rate = (daily rate / hrs_per_day).
If the employee’s position record hours per day is zero and the job code table has FTE Hours,
the following overtime calculation is used: overtime rate = (daily rate / (fte_hrs / 5) * 1.5, hourly
rate = (daily rate / (fte_hrs / 5).
If the employee’s position record hours per day is zero and the job code table has zero FTE
Hours, the following overtime calculation is used: overtime rate = (daily rate / standard hrs) *
1.5, hourly rate = (daily rate / standard hrs).

(BRM-371) Human Resources > Maintenance > PMIS Change in Position > Non-Comp
Funding Changes & Non-Comp Position Changes

Disabled the Remaining Payments field for positions, and the Max Payments and Remaining
Payments fields for supplements to prevent pay rate changes from occurring due to a non-comp
funding change.

(BRM-354) Human Resources > Payroll Processing > Run Payroll > Pre-Post Payroll
Reports

Corrected the Pre-Post Non-OASDI calculations to use the TRS Gross instead of the Adjusted State
Minimum when an employee is paid below the Adjusted State Minimum. Previously, the Pre-Post Non-
OASDI calculation used the Adjusted State Minimum even if it was greater than the employee’s TRS
Gross.

(BRM-355) Human Resources > Payroll Processing > Run Payroll

Modified the program to correctly calculate TRS New Member fees based on the End 90 Day Period
and Termination Date. The TRS New Member fees are not calculated for employees who are
terminated before their End 90 Day Period and have a Termination Date prior to the TRS report
month. For example, if an employee with a termination date of 02-28-2019 and an end 90-day period
date of 03-28-2019 is paid for a pay date where the TRS month is 02 and the pay date month 03, then
the 90-day fee is calculated. However, if the employee is paid for a pay date where the TRS month
and pay date month are 03, the 90-day fee is not calculated.
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(BRM-305) Human Resources > Payroll Processing > TRS Processing

Corrected the Non-OASDI calculations for new members. If an employee is within the 90-day new
member period and in a position that is subject to the Statutory Minimum, the employee is not subject
to the State Minimum Contribution and the TRS Non-OASDI Contribution is calculated based on the
Adjusted State Minimum (Adj State Min x 0.015 = Emplr TRS Non-OASDI Contribution).
Previously, the TRS Gross was used to calculate the TRS Non-OASDI Contribution.

Human Resources > Payroll Processing > TRS Processing > Extract

(BRM-314) Updated the TRS Processing Extract to calculate and expense the employer paid TRS
Insurance if the TRS Insurance Employer Paid check box is selected on the Human Resources >
Tables > Taxes/Deductions > TRS Rates tab.

(BRM-341) Added the RP10-Employer Paid TRS Insurance report, which displays the employee
number, employee name, TRS Gross, and employer-paid TRS Insurance. If the RP20 extract does not
include Employer Paid TRS Insurance calculations, the report is not generated.

(BRM-345) Corrected the program to prevent blank Child Nutrition rows from being saved.

(BRM-346) Corrected the program to enable/disable pay frequency selections according to the pay
frequency(ies) selected on the District Administration > Tables > District Information > Payroll
Frequencies tab. For example, if only pay frequency 5 is selected on the Payroll Frequencies tab, then
only pay frequency 5 is enabled and selected.

(BRM-373) Human Resources > Payroll Processing > TRS Processing > Extract

Corrected the TRS reporting issue where an employee had a job history record for a job no longer on

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-341.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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the employee’s job master record. This issue prevented the grant amounts for the job from being
included in the following reports:

Human Resources > Reports > TRS Reports > HRS7820 - TRS 3 Report
Human Resources > Reports > TRS Reports > HRS7825 - TRS 489 Report
Human Resources > Reports > TRS Reports > HRS7840 - TRS Federal Grant Report

(BRM-322) Human Resources > Utilities > PMIS > Move Forecast to CYR Position and
Payroll

Added the Clear Job Years and Clear Job Weekly Hours Scheduled fields allowing you to clear
the job years and weekly hours scheduled on the employee’s job record. If not selected and the
employee's forecast position job code is the same as the current year job master record, then the new
job record is populated with the values from the current year job master record.

(BRM-349) Human Resources > Payroll Processing > TRS Processing > Interface

Added the TRS Insurance column, which displays the employer contribution amount. Also, to create
the journal for the entries and interface to Finance when the TRS insurance amount is greater than
zero.

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-322.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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Additionally, the tab was modified to allow posting to the next accounting period if the current
accounting period is closed. Previously, the general journal report was displayed but transactions
were not processed to Finance.

(BRM-346) Human Resources > Utilities > Imputed Income Extract

Corrected the program to enable/disable pay frequency selections according to the pay frequency(ies)
selected on the District Administration > Tables > District Information > Payroll Frequencies tab. For
example, if a user is logged on to pay frequency 6 and both pay frequency 5 and 6 are selected on
the Payroll Frequencies tab, then only pay frequency 6 is selected but pay frequency 5 is enabled and
can be selected.

(BRM-317) Human Resources > Utilities > PMIS > Import Position Records

Corrected the program to populate the pay concept, worker’s compensation code, and Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) code from the job code table when importing position
records.

Corrected the program to populate the worker’s compensation code from the job code table when
importing distribution records.

(BRM-320) Next Year > Human Resources > Utilities > PMIS > Salary Simulation

Corrected the program to post the calculated TRS On-Behalf budget amount to the appropriate
accounts as defined on the Simulation Options tab.

(BRM-369) Human Resources > Utilities > PMIS > Move Forecast to CYR Position and
Payroll & Move Forecast to NYR Payroll

Corrected the program to calculate the daily rate, dock rate, accrual rate, and overtime rate based on
the Percent Day Employed and/or the Percent Year Employed.

If you run the Move Forecast to NYR Payroll utility, the Percent Day Employed field on the
Human Resources > Maintenance > Staff Job/Pay Data > Employment Info tab is not updated.
If you run the Move Forecast to CYR Position and Payroll utility, the Percent Day Employed

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-341b.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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field on the Human Resources > Maintenance > Staff Job/Pay Data > Employment Info tab is
updated.

(BRM-370) Human Resources > Utilities > PMIS > Move Forecast to CYR Position and
Payroll

Corrected the issue that caused the % Assigned field to be populated with 100 instead of zero for
XTRA job records.

(BRM-340 & BRM-315) Human Resources > Reports > YTD Reports > HRS3200 - YTD
Payroll Earnings Register

Added the Empr TRS Ins column, which displays the employer contribution amount. This column
displays a negative amount for voids.

Warehouse

(BRM-333) Warehouse > Reports > Warehouse Reports > BWH1350 - Warehouse
Transaction Register

Corrected the program to prevent the values in the Unit Value column from overlapping on the PDF
if the item had Units Prior and Units After.

(BRM-330) Warehouse > Reports > User Created Reports

Added the public option feature to create public templates allowing users with access to the User
Created Reports page to create public templates, and use public templates created by other users. As
a result, the following modifications were made:

Added the Public field, which must be selected to set a template to public when the template is
saved.

Added the Directory button to view and select from a list of previously created public templates.

Added the Reset button to clear all of the selected fields on the page without exiting the page.
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Business Known Issues

Finance > Inquiry > GL Inquiry

❏ On the detail view pop-up window, the Balance column is populated with zeros for object codes in
the range of 5XXX-8XXX and the Calculated Ending Balance is not calculated (displays zero).

Note: The Encumbrance column is not in the correct order (prior release). In addition,
encumbrances for class 1XXX and 2XXX accounts total in the Calculated Ending Balance, which
causes the Balance to appear incorrect. The General Ledger Inquiry displays the Encumbrance
amount but does not include it in the Ending totals.

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/brm-330.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/known_issue_1.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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❏ Credit Card drill down - For transactions entered on the Finance > Maintenance > Credit Card >
Posting-PO tab, the drill-down view is blank on the CC entry for the purchase order encumbrance
account (4310) offset only. The PO view is shown for the EN transaction in the same account. The
credit card payment view displays when you access the CC entry from the account code drill down or
the credit card offset account drill down on Finance > Inquiry > GL Inquiry page.

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/known_issue_2.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/known_issue_2a.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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Encumbrance view - account 211-00-4310.00-000-800000:

Credit Card view:

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/known_issue_3.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/known_issue_3a.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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❏ If you delete requisitions using the utility in Warehouse (Warehouse > Utilities > Mass Delete
Requisition Records or Warehouse > Utilities > Mass Reverse Pending Requisitions) or Purchasing
(Purchasing > Utilities >Mass Delete Requisition Records or Purchasing > Utilities > Mass Reverse
Pending Requisitions), the drill-down view is blank.

WH 013890 entry - Displays blank when you delete the REQ:

EN entry displays blank PO:

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/known_issue_3b.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/known_issue_4.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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❏ If Use Finance User Profile for GL Inquiry drill-down is selected on the Finance > Tables >
District Finance Options > Finance Options tab and the user selects an account on the GL Inquiry drill
down that is not listed on their District Administration user profile, then no data is retrieved but no
message is displayed.

❏ The Document Attachment feature is not displayed for Accounts Receivable transactions.

https://tcc-help.net/txeis/releasenotes/lib/exe/detail.php/3_3_30/known_issue_4a.jpg?id=business%3Arelease_3.3.30
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